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ABSTRACT
(57)
An electronic display comprises an electro-optic material
(preferably an electrophoretic medium) having a plurality of
pixels, and separate first, second and third sets of addressing
means for addressing these pixels. Each of the pixels is asso
ciated with one addressing means in each of the three sets,
Such that addressing of any specific pixel requires application
of signals within predetermined ranges to each of the three
addressing means associated with the specific pixel being
addressed. The display may be in the form of a multi-page
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ADDRESSING SCHEMES FOR ELECTRONIC
DISPLAYS
REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

0001. This application is a divisional of copending appli
cation Ser. No. 10/906,019, filed Jan. 31, 2005 (Publication
No. 2006/0139308), which is a continuation-in-part of appli
cation Ser. No. 09/683,179, filed Nov. 29, 2001 (now U.S. Pat.
No. 7,023,420, issued Apr. 4, 2006), which itself claims ben
efit of Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/253,892 filed Nov.
29, 2000. Application Ser. No. 10/906,019 is also a continu
ation-in-part of application Ser. No. 08/983,404, filed Jul.19.
1996 (now U.S. Pat. No. 7,106,296, issued Sep. 12, 2006),
which is the U.S. national phase of International Application
PCT/US96/12000 (Publication No. WO 97/04398), filed Jul.
19, 1996, which in turn is (as regards the United States of
America) a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
08/504.896, filed Jul. 29, 1995 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,124,851,
issued Sep. 26, 2000).
0002. The entire disclosures of all the aforementioned
applications, and of all U.S. patents and published and
copending applications mentioned below, are herein incorpo
rated by reference.
BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

0003. The present invention relates to addressing schemes
for electronic displays, that is to say displays which use a
display medium at least one optical characteristic of which
can be varied by subjecting the medium to an electric field.
0004 Electronic displays comprise a layer of electro-optic
material, a term which is used herein in its conventional

meaning in the art to refer to a material having first and second
display states differing in at least one optical property, the
material being changed from its first to its second display state
by application of an electric field to the material. The optical
property is typically color perceptible to the human eye, but
may be another optical property, Such as optical transmission,
reflectance, luminescence or, in the case of displays intended
for machine reading, pseudo-color in the sense of a change in
reflectance of electromagnetic wavelengths outside the vis
ible range.
0005 One important sub-group of electronic displays are
electrophoretic displays, which have been the subject of
intense research and development for a number of years. Such
displays can have attributes of good brightness and contrast,
wide viewing angles, state bistability, and low power con
Sumption when compared with liquid crystal displays. (The
terms “bistable' and “bistability” are used herein in their
conventional meaning in the art to refer to displays compris
ing display elements having first and second display states
differing in at least one optical property, and Such that after
any given element has been driven, by means of an addressing
pulse of finite duration, to assume either its first or second
display state, after the addressing pulse has terminated, that
state will persist without power for at least several times, for
example at least four times, the minimum duration of the
addressing pulse required to change the state of the display
element.) Nevertheless, problems with the long-term image
quality of these displays have prevented their widespread
usage. For example, particles that make up electrophoretic
displays tend to settle, resulting in inadequate service-life for
these displays.
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0006 Numerous patents and applications assigned to or in
the names of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and E
Ink Corporation have recently been published describing
encapsulated electrophoretic media. Such encapsulated
media comprise numerous Small capsules, each of which
itself comprises an internal phase containing electrophoreti
cally-mobile particles Suspended in a liquid Suspension
medium, and a capsule wall Surrounding the internal phase.
Typically, the capsules are themselves held within a poly
meric binder to form a coherent layer positioned between two
electrodes. Encapsulated media of this type are described, for
example, in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,930,026; 5,961,804; 6,017.584;
6,067,185; 6,118,426: 6,120,588: 6,120,839; 6,124,851:
6,130,773: 6,130,774; 6,172,798; 6,177,921; 6,232,950:
6,241,921; 6,249,271; 6,252,564; 6,262,706; 6,262,833;

6,300.932; and 6.312,304, and in International Applications
Publication Nos. WO 97/04398: WO 98/03896; WO
98/19208; WO98/41898; WO98/41899; WO99/10769; WO
99/10768; WO 99/10767; WO99/53373; WO99/56171; WO
99/59101; WO99/47970; WO00/03349, WO 00/03291; WO
99/67678; WO 00/05704; WO99/53371; WO 00/20921; WO
00/20922: WO 00/20923; WO00/26761; WO 00/36465; WO
00/38000; WO 00/38001: WO00/36560; WO 00/20922: WO
00/36666; WO 00/59625; WO00/60410; WO 00/67110; WO
00/67327 WO 01/02899; WO 01/07691; WO 01/08242: WO
01/17029; WO 01/17040; and WO 01/80287.

0007 An encapsulated, electrophoretic display typically
does not suffer from the clustering and settling failure mode
of traditional electrophoretic devices and provides further
advantages. Such as the ability to print or coat the display on
a wide variety of flexible and rigid substrates. (Use of the
word “printing is intended to include all forms of printing
and coating, including, but without limitation: pre-metered
coatings such as patch die coating, slot or extrusion coating,
slide or cascade coating, curtain coating; roll coating Such as
knife over roll coating, forward and reverse roll coating:
gravure coating; dip coating; spray coating; meniscus coat
ing; spin coating; brush coating; air knife coating; silk screen
printing processes; electrostatic printing processes; thermal
printing processes; inkjet printing processes; and other simi
lar techniques.) Thus, the resulting display can be flexible.
Further, because the display medium can be printed (using a
variety of methods), the display itself can be made inexpen
sively.
0008. It is shown in copending Application Ser. No.
60/280,951, filed Apr. 2, 2001 that some particle-based elec
trophoretic are capable of gray Scale and that such gray scale
displays are stable not only in their extreme black and white
states but also in their intermediate gray states. Methods to
achieve gray states include spatial, temporal and Voltage
addressing methods such as dithering, time-width modula
tion, and Voltage-height modulation. Thus, this type of dis
play is properly called “multi-stable' rather than bistable,
although the latter term may be used for convenience herein.
0009. The bistable or multi-stable behavior of electro
phoretic displays (and other electro-optic displays displaying
similar behavior) is in marked contrast to that of conventional
liquid crystal (“LC) displays. Twisted nematic liquid crys
tals act are not bi- or multi-stable but act as essentially instan
taneous Voltage transducers, so that applying a given electric
field to a pixel of such a display produces a specific gray level
at the pixel, regardless of the gray level previously present at
the pixel. Furthermore, LC displays are only driven in one
direction (from non-transmissive or "dark” to transmissive or
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“light'), the reverse transition from a lighter state to a darker
one being effected by reducing or eliminating the electric
field. Finally, a pixel of an LC display is not sensitive to the
polarity of the electric field, only to its magnitude, and indeed
to avoid undesirable effects. Such as damage to electrodes,
caused by current imbalance through a display, commercial
LC displays usually reverse the polarity of the driving field at
frequent intervals. In contrast, electrophoretic displays act as
impulse transducers, so that the final state of a pixel depends
not only upon the electric field applied and the time for which
this field is applied, but also upon the state of the pixel prior to
the application of the electric field.
0010. The bistable or multi-stable (also sometimes
referred to as “latching or “memory') characteristics of elec
trophoretic displays affect the choice of addressing methods
to be used with such displays. Other factors which influence
the choice of addressing methods to be used include the need
for DC addressing because of the sensitivity of electro
phoretic displays to the polarity of the electric field, and the
desirability of DC-balanced waveforms; to avoid potentially
harmful changes at the electrodes, it is desirable that the
algebraic Sum of the impulses applied to any given pixel of an
electrophoretic display over time be zero. Also, the address
ing method should allow for the lack of a threshold in elec
trophoretic displays; since Such displays are impulse trans
ducers, with a nearly linear relationship between (a) the
product of Voltage and time and (b) the change in optical
characteristic of the display, even a small Voltage applied for
a substantial time will cause a change in the optical charac
teristic of the display. This normally precludes the use of
passive matrix addressing methods.
0011 Frequently, high resolution electrophoretic displays
consist of pixels laid out in an array, with a transistor con
struction behind each pixel in a so-called “active matrix”
arrangement. This arrangement can further be subdivided
into Sub-pixels. Howeverall the transistors are in a plane, and
control an array of bottom electrodes that are either on the
same plane or on an adjacent plane just above or below. As
such, the array is addressed in a two-dimensional or XY
manner where pixels are referenced by row and column.
0012. One problem with such high resolution displays is
the sheer number of drivers required. In an array addressed in
an XY manner, if there are X columns and y rows, X+y drivers
are needed to address Xy pixels. For example, a color 640x
480 display with three sub-pixels per pixel has 640x480x
3=921,600 pixels and would typically be addressed by 480
row drivers and 1920 column drivers for a total of 2400

display drivers. Especially in Small displays, the cost of the
drivers rivals or may outweigh the cost of the electro-optic
material.

0013. In one aspect, the present invention provides an
electronic display which reduces the number of drivers
required.
0014) Another problem with such high resolution displays
is the time taken to address the display. Normally, in an active
matrix display, one row of the display is activated at a time,
and all the pixels in that row are addressed by applying
appropriate Voltages to the various columns. If addressing
one row takesk seconds, at leastky seconds are required to
address the complete display. If the addressing scheme used
requires that each row be addressed for the time necessary to
completely address an electrophoretic medium (which is
typically of the order of 100 milliseconds), the total time
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taken to address the display may be undesirably great. Similar
considerations apply to displays using other types of electro
optic materials.
0015. In another aspect the present invention provides
various methods for reducing the time needed to completely
address an electronic display.
SUMMARY OF INVENTION

0016. Accordingly, in one aspect, this invention provides
an electronic display comprising an electro-optic material
having a plurality of pixels, and separate first, second and
third sets of addressing means for addressing the pixels, each
of the pixels being associated with one addressing means in
each of the three sets, such that any specific pixel of the
display can be addressed by application of signals within
predetermined ranges to each of the three addressing means
associated with that specific pixel.
0017. This invention also provides an electronic display
comprising an electro-optic material having a plurality of
separately addressable pixels, wherein the number of driver
outputs to the pixels is less than the square root of the number
of pixels.
0018. In another aspect, this invention provides a method
of addressing an electronic display, the method comprising:
0.019 providing an electro-optic material having a plu
rality of pixels; providing first, second and third sets of
addressing means for addressing the pixels, each of the
pixels being associated with one addressing means in
each of the three sets; and
0020 applying predetermined signals to the three
addressing means associated with a specific pixel,
thereby addressing this pixel.
0021. This type of addressing method will hereinafter be
called “three-dimensional addressing and the corresponding
display may be called a “three-dimensional display', it being
understood that this does not necessarily imply that the pixels
of the display have substantial extent in all three dimensions:
for example, the pixels might be arranged in a large planar
array, but electrically grouped into Sub-arrays for purposes of
addressing the display, with the selection of any one Sub-array
being made by the third set of addressing means.
0022. In another aspect, this invention provides a method
of addressing a bistable electronic display having a plurality
of pixels arranged in an array comprising a plurality of rows
and plurality of columns, the method comprising selecting a
plurality of rows or columns and applying a simultaneous and
equivalent Switching impulse to all selected rows and col
S.

0023. In another aspect, this invention provides a method
of addressing a bistable electronic display having a plurality
of pixels arranged in a plurality of rows, the method compris
1ng:

0024 (a) comparing a starting state of the display with
a desired finishing state and determining for each pixel a
change value representative of the change needed to
change the starting state of that pixel to its desired fin
ishing state; and
0.025 (b) calculating from the pixel change values for
each row, a Switch direction value for that row, this

switch direction value representing the value for which,
if all pixels in that row were changed by the switch
direction value, the row switch time required to switch
the row to the desired finishing state would be mini
mized.
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0026. This method may also include any one or more of
the following steps:
0027 (c) calculating the average switch direction value
for all rows of the display;
0028 (d) identifying all rows with switch direction val
ues less than the average Switch direction value calcu
lated in step (c);
0029 (e) calculating the average switch direction value
of all rows identified in step (d);
0030 (f) applying to all rows identified in step (d) an
impulse sufficient to cause a change in State equal to the
average Switch direction value calculated in step (e);
0031 (g) identifying all rows with switch direction val
ues greater than the average Switch direction value cal
culated in step (c);
0032. (h) calculating the average switch direction value
of all rows identified in step (g); and
0033 (i) applying, to all rows identified in step (g), an
impulse sufficient to cause a change in State equal to the
average Switch direction value calculated in step (g).
0034. In another aspect, this invention provides a method
of addressing a bistable electronic display having a plurality
of pixels, each of these pixels having a first display state, a
second display state differing in at least one optical charac
teristic from the first display state, and a plurality of interme
diate states having values of this optical characteristic inter
mediate those of the first and second display states. The
method comprises driving all the pixels of the display to the
same one of the intermediate States; and thereafter addressing
the pixels individually to drive them to their desired states.
0035. In another aspect, this invention provides a method
of addressing a bistable electronic display having a plurality
of pixels arranged in a plurality of rows and columns. The
method comprises:
0036 (a) comparing a starting state of the display with
a desired finishing state and determining for each pixela
change value representative of the change needed to
change the starting state of that pixel to its desired fin
ishing state;
0037 (b) comparing the change values of pixels in dif
fering rows but the same column and locating at least
two of these pixels having the same change value; and
0038 (c) addressing these at least two pixels having the
same value simultaneously by addressing the rows and
the column on which these pixels are located.
0039. In another aspect this invention provides a method
of addressing a bistable electronic display having a plurality
of pixels, the method comprising comparing a starting state of
the display with a desired finishing state and determining
which pixels differ between the two states; and addressing
only those pixels which differ between the two states.
0040 Finally, this invention provides a method of address
ing a bistable electronic display having a plurality of pixels.
This method comprises:
0041 providing an array of island capacitors associated
with the pixels of the display; through passive matrix
XY addressing, introducing electrical charge into the
capacitors in a pattern matching the image desired on the
display; and
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0.042 thereafter allowing the charges on the capacitors
to complete the addressing of the pixels of the display.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

0043 FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 of the accompanying drawings are
schematic circuit diagrams of first, second and third three
dimensionally addressed displays of the present invention;
0044 FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit diagram of a fourth
three-dimensionally addressed display of the present inven
tion having the form of a multi-page electronic book;
004.5 FIGS.5A and 5B illustrate one method of providing
addressing means in the type of display shown in FIG. 4 and
in a similar display;
0046 FIGS. 6A and 6B are partially perspective and par
tially schematic views of an electronic book with multiple
electronically addressable pages.
0047 FIG. 7A is a partially perspective and partially sche
matic view of an electronic book with multiple electronically
addressable pages open to a single Such page.
0048 FIG. 7B is a partially perspective and partially sche
matic view of an electronic book configured with column and
row address electrodes on a preceding page and a ground
plane on a following page.
0049 FIG. 8 is a schematic view of an electronically
addressable page configured for simplified address line lay
out and partial page addressability with column strobe.
0050 FIG. 9 is a schematic view of an electronically
addressable page configured for multi-layer address line lay
out and full page addressability with column strobe.
0051 FIG. 10A is a schematic view of an electronically
addressable page configured for row addressing with analog
selected column lines.

0.052 FIG. 10B is a schematic detail of the analog column
select scheme.

0053 FIG. 11A is a schematic view of an electronically
addressable page configured for row addressing with digital
selected column lines.

0054 FIG. 11B is a schematic detail of the digital column
select scheme.

0055 FIG. 11C is a schematic view of an electronically
addressable page configured for digitally selected row lines
and column lines.

0056 FIG. 11D is a schematic detail of an array of row and
column addressing lines Suitable for in-plane Switched or
dielectrophoretic switched electronically addressable con
trast media.

0057 FIGS. 12A-12D are schematic details of various
electronically addressable contrast media.
0058 FIGS. 12E-12F are schematic details of a two part
dye based electronically addressable contrast medium.
0059 FIGS. 12G-12L are schematic details of in plane
Switched and near in-plane Switched electronically address
able contrast media.

0060 FIGS. 12M-12P are schematic details of dielectro
phoretic switched electronically addressable contrast media.
0061 FIG. 13 A-13E are schematic details of various
Switch and relay assemblies.
0062 FIGS. 14A-14E are schematic details of various
Switch structures.

0063 FIGS. 14F-14I are schematic details of various
printed Switch structures.
0064 FIGS. 15A-15D are schematic details of various
optically addressed and opto-electronic Switch structures.
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0065 FIGS. 16A and 16B are partially perspective and
partially schematic views of a single page of an electronic
book and a means for binding a multiplicity of Such pages.
0.066 FIG.17 is a schematic view of an electronic address/
date book with multiple display pages.
0067 FIGS. 18-22 illustrate five different three-dimen
sionally addressed displays of the present invention, all of
which use a photoconductor as part of an addressing method
using light sources and light valves.
0068 The accompanying drawings are highly schematic
and not to scale, emphasis instead generally being placed
upon illustrating the principles of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0069. As already mentioned, the three dimensional dis
plays and methods of the present invention use an electro
optic material having a plurality of pixels, and separate first,
second and third sets of addressing means for addressing the
pixels. In this display and method, each of the pixels is asso
ciated with one addressing means in each of the three sets,
Such that addressing of any specific pixel requires application
of signals within predetermined ranges to each of the three
addressing means associated with that specific pixel. The
additional dimension is accomplished by introducing a
method of addressing sub-arrays within the array. By thus
Substituting a three-dimensional addressing scheme for a
two-dimensional one, the number of drivers can be greatly
reduced. In effect, the present invention splits the display into
Z regions, each addressable by the X columns and y rows,
enabling the entire display of xyzpixels to be addressed by
x+y+Z drivers. For example, the aforementioned color 640x
480 display with three sub-pixels per pixel could be addressed
by 64 columns and 240 rows replicated across 60 regions for
a total of 364 drivers for the same 921,600 pixels, reducing
driver cost Substantially. In this and many other cases of
practical interest, the present invention enables the number of
drivers (or more accurately driver outputs), to be reduced to
less than the square root of the number of pixels in the display,
a highly desirable result which cannot be achieved by con
ventional addressing methods. The additional dimension may
comprise only a logical Sub-array, or may include a physical
Sub-array that may even comprise an additional layer in the
display stack.
0070. In the three-dimensional display of the present
invention, in which the pixels are arranged in a plurality of
Sub-arrays, each pixel within any specific Sub-array can be
associated with one of the first and second sets of addressing
means, and the third set of addressing means can have the
form of a plurality of Switching means, at least one of which
is associated with each Sub-array, the Switching means asso
ciated with each Sub-array having an off State, in which sig
nals on at least one of the first and second sets of addressing
means are prevented from reaching the associated Sub-array,
and an on State, in which signals from both the first and second
sets of addressing means are permitted to reach and address
the associated Sub-array. Such a display may have control
means arranged to control the Switching means so that only
the Switching means associated with one Sub-array is in its on
state at any given moment.
0071. Thus, for example, the additional layer of logic may
consist of a platform hierarchy. In this hierarchy, one transis
tor may act as a gate that controls additional transistors. This
may be accomplished physically by wiring a cluster of tran
sistors to a central transistor. The central transistor may be in
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the same plane as the pixel transistors or may be in a different
layer but still in electrical communication. In this approach
the cluster-level transistor and the pixel-level transistorican be
individual transistors or whole logic structures capable of
Some degree of intelligence and processing. The cluster tran
sistors may be addressed in an XY manner with an addressing
signal that communicates how the Sub-array should be
addressed. This hierarchy may be repeated in multiple logical
or physical layers, permitting many pixels to be addressed by
a few central transistors.

0072 Because of the bistable nature of electrophoretic
displays, one way to utilize the hierarchy involves first setting
the cluster logic structures to open electrical communication
to one (or a subset in parallel) of the downstream pixels. These
pixels are then addressed by an XY scan. The clusters are then
reset to open communication with a different set of down
stream pixels. These pixels are then addressed by an XY scan;
however the image from the first set of pixels is not lost
because it remains visible even when not being addressed.
0073. In one form of the invention using sub-arrays, each
Sub-array comprises a discrete page, the pages formed by the
plurality of Sub-arrays being stacked on top of each other So
that the entire display forms a multi-page electronic book.
Thus, this invention provides economical devices that look
and feel like multi-page books. Such a book may have con
ductive Vias extending between adjacent pages and connect
ing at least one of the first and second sets of addressing
means on the adjacent pages. Display of this type are
described below with reference to FIGS. 4-17. Alternatively,
each Sub-array may correspond to a different column in a
newspaper, and thus the present invention provides a large
paper-like display the size of a newspaper broadsheet that
may be economically addressed.
0074 As already indicated, in the three-dimensional dis
play of the present invention, the first, second and third sets of
addressing devices can all have the form of electrical conduc
tors and/or electronic devices, typically transistors. However,
the present invention is not restricted to this purely electri
cally or electronic approach. In another approach, the opera
tion of sub-arrays within a basic pixel array are made contin
gent on an external gate based on temperature, light,
vibration, magnetism, radio waves, or other Suitable force.
For example, Suppose the pixel-level logic structures com
prise microelectromechanical system (MEMS) devices with
a metal see-saw Switch that cannot move in the presence of a
magnetic field. An array of such structures is addressed with
XY coordinates. However, adjacent to such array is a layer of
material capable of emitting a magnetic field, this layer being
divided into halves. When only one half is active, only half the
display can be addressed. Suppose that the Y addressing
means are wired in parallel so that activating the Yth column
activates two columns, one in each half. Only the column not
in the magnetic field actually causes Switching to occur. In
this manner, the magnetic layer provides another addressing
dimension, permitting three-dimensional addressing.
0075. The three-dimensional addressing methods of the
present invention may be especially useful when at least one
of the sets of addressing devices makes use of a photocon
ductor. The display may comprise a light source (for example,
a light-emitting layer) associated with the photoconductor
and selectively operable to switch the photoconductor
between a conductive and a non-conductive state. The light
Source may be an electroluminescent material. Alternatively,
the display may comprise a light source associated with the
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photoconductor and a light valve disposed between the light
Source and the photoconductor and arranged to control trans
mission of light from the light Source to the photoconductor.
Any suitable light valve maybe used, including light valves
operating by use of polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC),
suspended particle and electrochromicity. A PDLC light
valve is a preferred embodiment due to the relative ease of
obtaining thin sheets of Such media at low cost.
0076 Although using light valves has the disadvantages
that a large proportion of the light emitted from the light
emitting layer is wasted, reducing device lifetime, and an
additional layer is required, thickening the medium and com
plicating manufacture, these disadvantages tend to be out
weighed by the major advantage that light valve layers can be
made inexpensive and flexible.
0077. There are a variety of arrangements available with
light valves. For example, in one embodiment, the display
may comprise a plurality of light sources arranged as a series
of elongate rows, and a plurality of light valves arranged as
series of elongate columns crossing the elongate rows, the
light Sources and light valves together defining a two-dimen
sional array of pixels in the photoconductor. In another
embodiment, the display may have the form of a plurality of
pages stacked on top of one another to form a multi-page
electronic display, and each page may have a single light
Source and a single light valve, so that the page or pages to be
written at any given moment are selected by controlling the
state of the light valves. In a further embodiment, the first
addressing means comprises a plurality of electrical conduc
tors and means for applying potentials selectively to these
conductors, the second addressing means comprises a plural
ity of light emitting devices and means for generating light
selectively from these light emitting devices, and the third
addressing means comprises a plurality of light valves and
means for selectively setting these light valves to their trans
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trophoretic medium, most desirably an encapsulated electro
phoretic medium, as described in the aforementioned patents
and published applications. The present invention requires no
modification of the electrophoretic medium itself, so the pre
ferred media will not be described in detail herein, the reader

being referred to the aforementioned patents and published
applications which describe the preferred electrophoretic
media in detail. Other types of electro-optic materials could
also be used. The electro-optic medium could, for example,
be of the rotating bichromal object type as described, for
example, in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,803,783; 5,777,782 and 5,760,
761. The medium could also be any of the class of electro
chromic and Suspended particle displays. Other types of elec
tro-optic materials, include, for example, liquid crystal,
especially polymer-dispersed and/or reflective liquid crystal,
and Suspended rod-shaped particle devices; see Saxe, Infor
mation Display, April/May 1996 (Society for Information
Display), and U.S. Pat. No. 4,407.565.
0081 Embodiments of the invention will now be
described, though by way of illustration only, with reference
to the accompanying drawings.
I0082. As already indicated, XYZ addressing can be
accomplished when there is a separate method of addressing
or affecting the cluster-level transistor structures, aside from
the conventional XY array. One very simple example of such
addressing is shown in FIG. 1 of the accompanying drawings.
This Figure shows a first display of the present invention
(generally designated 11) having row drivers X1,X2, X3 and
column drivers Y1, Y2. Cluster structures 13 are provided
connected to the row drivers X1, X2, X3, these cluster struc

tures each having first and second states. When the cluster
structures 13 are in their first state, they connect the row
drivers X1,X2, X3 to the odd lines of the display, designated
Z1, thus enabling addressing of pixels 15 located on these odd

missive or non-transmissive states.

rows, and isolate the row drivers from the even lines of the

0078. One convenient application of the three-dimen
sional addressing schemes of the present invention is in elec
tronic displays having three sets of pixels arranged to display
different colors. In this type of display, the third set of
addressing means may be arranged to select one of the three
sets of pixels to be addressed at any given moment. A display
of this type is described below with reference to FIG. 20.
007.9 The present display and method are not restricted to
the use of only three dimensions for addressing. A display of
the present invention may comprise a fourth set of addressing
means for addressing the pixels, this fourth set being separate
from the first, second and third sets of addressing means. Each
of the pixels of the display is associated with one addressing
means in each of the four sets, such that addressing of any
specific pixel of the display requires application of signals
within predetermined ranges to each of the four addressing
means associated with that specific pixel, thus providing a
four-dimensional addressing scheme. For example, in the

display, designated Z2. On the other hand, when the cluster
structures 13 are in their second state, they connect the row
drivers X1, X2, X3 to the even lines Z2 of the display, thus
enabling addressing of pixels 17 located on these even rows,
and isolate the row drivers from the oddlines Z1 of the display
11. This logic occurs at the cluster structure (or in Such a
simple example, could also occur by simply by wiring X and
Z together at the pixel structure and splitting the necessary
threshold activation voltage in half between them). Thus, the
display 11 achieves XYZ addressing that functions in an
manner similar to interlacing.
I0083 FIG. 2 illustrates a second display (generally desig
nated 21) using a variation of the same approach. In this
display 21, a single line Z connected to the clusters 13 can
vary between two values, say 0 and 1. The cluster logic is such
that when the Z value is 0, the input on row drivers X1,X2, X3
affects the pixels above (in FIG. 2) the clusters 13, but when
the Z value is 1, the input on row drivers X1, X2, X3 affects
the pixels below the clusters 13.
I0084 As already noted, the three-dimensional addressing
method of the present invention is particularly useful with
displays using photoconductors for addressing. It has previ
ously been proposed to address electronic display media by
means of light impinging upon a photoconductor, see, for
example, Blazo, High Resolution Electrophoretic Display
with Photoconductor Addressing, SID Digest, 1982, pages
92-93, and the aforementioned International Application
Publication No. WO99/47970 of E Ink Corporation. In one

embodiment of the invention described above which simu

lates a broadsheet newspaper, it may be convenient to divide
the large display into a two-dimensional grid of Sub-arrays,
each Sub-array being addressed in the conventional XY man
ner by the first and second sets of addressing means, while the
selection of the Sub-array to be addressed at any given
moment is controlled, also in an XY manner, by the third and
fourth sets of addressing means.
0080. As already indicated, the electro-optic material used
in the display of the present invention is preferably an elec
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Such addressing scheme (hereinafter for convenience called
the “row light-emitter scheme'), the display comprises in
Sequence:

I0085 (a) a first transparent electrode, typically formed
from indium tin oxide (ITO), which is patterned into
columns;

I0086 (b) the display medium itself, which may be an
electrophoretic display medium, preferably an encapsu
lated electrophoretic display medium;
I0087 (c) a photoconductor layer;
I0088 (d) a second, light-transmissive electrode in elec
trical contact with the photoconductor layer; and
I0089 (e) a light-emitting layer patterned into rows.
0090 Whenever a row of the light-emitting layer is acti
vated, the corresponding region of the photoconductor is able
to conduct current and the columns of the first electrode can

control the image of that row. This embodiment is appropriate
when the light source (e.g. an electroluminescent (EL) light
source) does not have a threshold. One drawback of this
approach is that the light from each row must stay on for all or
most of the time required for the display medium to image. If
this takes k seconds, it may require up to ky seconds to
addressy rows.
0091. In a second such addressing scheme (hereinafter for
convenience called the “pixelated light-emitter scheme'), the
first electrode is not patterned, and the light-emitting layer is
pixelated (i.e., patterned into a two-dimensional grid of indi
vidually controllable pixels) so that it can apply any desired
image to the photoconductor layer. Where light is present, the
photoconductor layer conducts current, the corresponding
portions of the display medium experience an electric field
and the display medium is imaged accordingly. Provided the
display medium used is bistable, the light-emitting layer may
then be switched off until the image needs to be changed. This
addressing scheme is especially useful when the light Source
(e.g. organic light-emitting diodes (OLED's)) has a threshold
and may be passively addressed. An advantage of this
approach is that the light pattern is applied across all rows
simultaneously and only k seconds are required to addressy
rows. A disadvantage is that only certain light-emitting mate
rials may be easily multiplexed.
0092. As already noted, both addressing schemes require
numerous drivers, for example 2400 drivers for a full color
640x480 display, and in small displays especially the cost of
the drivers rivals or may outweigh the cost of the electro-optic
material. The present invention enables the number of such
drivers to be greatly reduced by forming separately address
able regions or Sub-arrays. Such separately addressable
regions may be formed in several ways.
0093 FIG. 3 illustrates one way of forming such sepa
rately addressable regions. This Figure shows a third display
of the present invention (generally designated 101) having a
first region comprising rows 103,105 and 107 and a second
region comprising rows 113, 115 and 117. Each row is con
nected to a driver 119, the rows 103 and 113 being connected
via a driver line 123, the rows 105 and 115 by a driver line 125,
and the rows 107 and 117 by a driver line 127. Each row is
provided with a logic element 129 or 131, such as a transistor,
that governs whether Voltage reaches the light-emitting
region of a row. As shown in FIG.3, several rows in different
regions may be wired to a common driver line, yet only a
combination of Voltage across a row and Voltage to the asso
ciated transistor will result in light emission from any given
OW.
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0094. Also, as already indicated, the separately address
able regions may be separate sheets of the display medium, as
illustrated in FIG. 4. This Figure shows a fourth display
(generally designated 51) of the invention having the form of
a multi-page electronic book; although only two pages P1 and
P2 are shown in FIG. 4, more pages would normally be
present. Each page is provided with a set of row electrodes r1,
r2, r3 under the control of row drivers (not shown). The row
electrodes r1, r2, r3 on the various pages are connected the
rows in parallel, each row electrode passing through a con
ductive pad 53, which extends through the pages of the dis
play medium as a via. When the individual pages are placed
adjacent and in approximate registration with each other
(much like a boundbook) the Vias extend from the top page to
the bottom page in electrical connection. Any suitable means
of providing this connection may be employed, such as aniso
tropic tapes, Zebra Stripes, conductive glues, and the like. Any
suitable means of via formation (whether at the step where
each sheet is constructed or afterwards to create a via through
all sheets) may be employed. The pages P1, P2 are provided
with column electrodes under the control of column drivers,

both the column electrodes and the column drivers being
omitted from FIG. 4 for ease of illustration. The column

electrodes on the various pages are also connected in parallel
by vias in the same way as the row electrodes. The third set of
addressing means in the display 51 comprises a set of tran
sistors 55, one of which is provided in each row electrode r1,
r2, r3 in each page of the display. The transistors 55 are
controlled by control lines z1, z2, all of the transistors on any
one page being on or off simultaneously.
0.095 The display 51 operates in the following manner.
One row electrode (say r1) is selected in the usual manner, and
because of the presence of the vias 53 this selects r1 on each
page P1, P2. However, the transistors 55 on only one of the
pages P1, P2 are turned on, so that the portion of the row
electrode r1 adjacent the electrophoretic medium (not shown)
is selected on only one page. Accordingly, when appropriate
Voltages are placed on the column electrodes, only the
selected row on the selected page is addressed.
0096 FIG. 5A illustrates a convenient method of forming
the transistors 55 used in FIG. 4, or any other display using
similar transistor arrays. One benefit of the display 51 shown
in FIG. 4 is that the transistors are all present in narrow strips
on each page. Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 5A, the neces
sary transistors may be formed by any conventional process
on a sheet 61, which is then cut, as indicated by the broken
lines 63, to form multiple transistor strips 65. The individual
pages of the display 51 are prepared in the form shown in FIG.
5A with the individual row electrodes broken where the tran

sistors 55 are to be inserted, and the adjacent ends terminated
in conductive pads 67. The transistor strip 65 is than secured
in position on the page to form the completed structure shown
in FIG. 4.

(0097. The strip 65 need not be formed on a flexible sub
strate. For example, a thin, inflexible strip placed in a column
orientation as shown in FIG.5A would not interfere with the

flexibility of the visible portion of the display medium, since
the strip 65 can be placed in a region corresponding to the
spine and binding of a conventional book. The transistors in
the strip 65 could also be combined with on-board drive logic,
Such as shift registers. In this way, each transistor could be
separately addressed, either eliminating the need for row
drivers or reducing the number of drive lines required.
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0098. The transistors 55 shown in FIG. 4 need not be
formed by the process of FIG. 5A; the transistors may be
placed onto the sheets of medium by any suitable means. For
flexible media, thin film transistors (TFT's) on a flexible
Substrate (whether amorphous silicon or polycrystalline sili
con) and including methods like flexible integrated circuits,
organic TFTs, and the method of International Application
Publication No. WO96/41372 are all suitable. Alternatively,
transistor formation could be performed directly on the sheet
substrate.

0099 FIG.5B shows a variation of the method of FIG. 5A
which may be useful informing the photoconductor-contain
ing displays discussed below. As shown in FIG. 5B, on a page
P, which will eventually form part of a multi-page display, a
single row electrode r1 is connected to a plurality of electrolu
minescent strips 71; only three strips 71 are shown, but more
would of course normally be used. The connections between
row electrode r1 and strips 71 are broken where transistors are
to be inserted, the ends adjacent the break being terminated by
conductive pads 73. To produce the finished page P. a transis
tor strip 75, formed in the same manner as in FIG. 5A, is
secured across the breaks in the connections. Note that unlike

the transistor strip 63 shown in FIG. 5A, in which all the
transistors switch off or on simultaneously, the strip 75
requires that its transistors be individually controllable, so
that a single strip 71 can be selected for operation.
0100. As already indicated, the display of the present
invention may have the form of a multi-page electronic book.
Before discussing additional forms of such multi-page elec
tronic books of the invention, it is considered desirable to

provide a more general discussion of the utility of such books,
and the problems associated with Such books.
0101. In the prior art, the concept of an electronic book
(such as the omnibook concept invented by Alan Kay now of
Apple Computer) typically connotes a device with a single
electronically addressable display in which pages of text are
displayed sequentially in time as a function of Some input.
Further, in EP 618 715A, an electronic notebook having three
pages of addressable liquid crystal displays is disclosed. On
the other hand real paperbooks contain multiple pages which
may be accessed by means of a natural haptic input. Such
pages however, once printed, are not changeable.
0102. As already indicated, a display of the present inven
tion may be in the form of an electronic book with multiple
electronically addressable displays. Such an electronic book
embodies the representation of information on a multiplicity
of physical pages which may be electronically addressed or
“typeset'. Such that the contents of said pages may be changed
by means of an electronic signal and which may further be
handled, physically moved and written on. The advantages of
such a book of the present invention include the ability, from
within a single electronic book, to access a large realm of
information, which would normally encompass many Vol
umes of Standard paper books while still maintaining the
highly preferred natural haptic and visual interface of said
normal paper books. As such, an electronic book with mul
tiple electronically addressable page displays, as disclosed
herein, constitutes a highly useful means of information inter
action.

0103) Thus, this invention provides an electronic book
with multiple electronically addressable page displays. In one
embodiment Such page displays may be thin, low cost and
formed on paperor paper like Substrates. Such substrates may
be real paper, ultra thin glass, plastic, polymer, elastomer or
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other suitable material which embody some or a majority of
paper like qualities including thinness, structure, manipula
bility or other characteristics normally associated with paper
in its role as a hapticly and visually interactable display of
information. Said page displays additionally comprise
address lines and electronically addressable contrast media
which may be bistable media such that texts or images written
to said page displays may be maintained without the applica
tion of power. Said page displays may further comprise page
strobe or page address logic for the purpose of electrically
addressing a particular page in said multiple page display
book.

0104 Said book may additionally contain electronic
memory, an internal power source, controls and interfaces,
which may either be wired, wireless or optical, for interfacing
to various sources of data or communications. Such an elec

tronic memory may contain the informational content, both
textual and graphical, comprised in a multiplicity of normal
paper books. A user may then select a book of choice and
cause, by means of a control, the electronically addressable
pages of said book to be “typeset' such that after some time
delay the pages of said electronic book display the desired
COntentS.

0105. The invention provides for means of manufacturing
the pages of said electronic book in a low cost way on a paper
or paper like substrate. The invention further provides for
means of binding Such pages and addressing Such a multiple
page electronic book. Additional features including an inter
face and the ability to write in a reversible manner and have
such writing recorded are also described. Further features and
aspects will become apparent from the following description.
0106 Referring to FIGS. 6A and 6B, a book 10 is com
posed of multiple electronically addressable page displays
forming a multiple page display ensemble 20 in which each
page of said ensemble may be individually electronically
addressed. Said book may additionally contain:
0.107 An internal power source 40 such as a battery;
0.108 Electronic display drivers 50 to write information
to said page displays where said drivers may write infor
mation contained in a memory or alternatively may write
information obtained via a suitable interface or alterna

tively may write information from another source Such
as an electronic pen or stylus or from another Suitable
Source;

0.109 Memory 60 which may be a solid state memory
such as flash memory or bubble memory or may be
another form of memory Such an optical disk or mag
netic media or may be any other form of memory. Such
memory may contain information including text and/or
graphics. Such information may be for instance the text
and graphics of a selection of books or journals. Further
said memory may be programmable or re-program
mable. Alternatively said memory may be permanent.
Said memory may also be removable for the purposes of
re-programming or for other purposes. Alternatively
said memory may be a fixed memory. Said memory may
also be interfaced to said electronic drivers and may
further be interfaced to an external source:

0110. A fast display 70 which may be an LCD display
for displaying a certain Subset of the information con
tained in said memory Such as book titles;
0.111 Control buttons 80 which may be used for access
ing the information contained in said memory and caus
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ing said information to be displayed on said fast display
or on said page displays or to access Some other control
function;

0112 A title space 30 which may be composed of a
similar electronically addressable structure to said page
displays;
0113. Additional electronic elements 90 which may
include a receiver or transmitter or other means of com

munications such as a data port or a modem or any other
Suitable interface. Said additional components may
additionally contain a processor or microprocessor and
any other components known in the art of computers or
portable computers or any other electronic components
useful in the operation of said electronic book.
0114 Referring to FIG. 7A said book 10 contains elec
tronically addressable page displays 100 which combine to
form an ensemble of multiple page displays 20. Said book
may additionally comprise a cover 140 and spine 130 which
may hold various elements as described in reference to FIGS.
6A and 6B. Such page displays 100 are composed of a sub
strate 105, an electronically addressable contrast media 120,
and address lines 110. Said book 10 and said page displays
100 are configured such that substantially different informa
tion can be written or electronically “typeset on the different
page displays 100 which comprise the multiple page
ensemble 20.

0115. In a preferred embodiment said page displays may
be thin, low cost and formed on paper or paper like Substrates.
Such substrates may be real paper, synthetic paper, ultra thin
glass, plastic, polymer, elastomer, thin metal, carbon fiber or
other suitable material which embody some or a majority of
paper like qualities including thinness, structure, manipula
bility or other characteristics normally associated with paper
in its role as a hapticly and visually interactable display of
information.

0116 Said address lines may be composed of transparent
conducting polymers, transparent conductors such as indium
tin oxide, thin metal conductors or other Suitable conductors.

Such address lines may be applied by vacuum deposition,
sputtering, photolithography or may be printed via inkjet
systems or laser printer systems or may be applied via other
appropriate means. Further Such address lines may addition
ally be insulated with an appropriate insulator Such as a non
conducting polymer or other Suitable insulator. Alternatively
insulating layers may be applied in Such manner to effect
electrical isolation between row and row conducting lines,
between row and column address lines, between column and

column address lines or for other purposes of electrical iso
lation.

0117 Said contrast media may be electrochromic mate
rial, rotatable microencapsulated microspheres, polymer dis
persed liquid crystals (PDLCs), polymer stabilized liquid
crystals, Surface stabilized liquid crystal, Smectic liquid crys
tal, ferroelectric material, electroluminescent material or any
other of a very large number of contrast media known in the
prior art. Certain Such contrast media, Such as microencapsu
lated media, may be printed viaan inkjet or inkjet like system
or may be applied via other appropriate means.
0118 FIG. 7B is an electronic book configured with row
230 and column 210 electrodes on the back of a preceding
page 107" and a ground plane 108 embedded in a following
page 100. Such an arrangement allows for addressing of said
electronic page displays when said electronic book is in the
closed State while allowing said page displays to be viewed
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without having to look through a top a electrode when said
book is in the open condition. The operation of such address
ing is effected by either cancelling or adding to the electric
field produced by address lines of the complimentary
orthogonality.
0119 FIG. 8 depicts a preferred embodiment of a page
display 100 incorporating a simplified address line scheme
configured for partial page addressability. A substrate 105 has
deposited on or embedded in it an underlying array of row
address lines 230, an electronically addressable contrast
medium 120 and an array of column address lines 210. A
book configuration requires that all address lines are substan
tially accessible along or near a single edge of the book page.
Such is the case with the schemes described herein. In the

preferred embodiment row lines 230 and column lines 210 are
common to each page in the multiple page ensemble. Pages
are addressed individually via a page address strobe com
prised of page address strobe control lines 200 and 205 and
page address strobe switches 220 which control whether or
not a particular page's column address lines are active in
response to signal applied to said page address strobe control
lines. It is understood however that in each of the embodi

ments described page strobing may be obviated in exchange
for a more complicated spine driver in which each page in the
multiple page ensemble may be wired directly and separately
to the display driver.
I0120 FIG. 9 depicts a preferred embodiment of a page
display 100 incorporating a multi-layer address line scheme
configured for full page addressability. Edge column address
line connectors 240 are connected to column address lines

250 via a conducting connection 260. Such a connection may
be of conducting polymer, ITO, metal or other suitable con
ductor or may be a direct connection of the line 240 to 250
which may further be bonded with a laser weld or non con
ducting or conducting epoxy or other adhesive. In all other
areas where column address line connectors 240 cross col

umn address lines 250 there is no conducting connection as
effected by the placement of a suitable insulating layer. The
page strobe composed of page strobe control lines 200 and
205 and page strobe switches 220 operate as in FIG. 8 to
control the state of said column address lines. As before

column and row address lines may be common to each page
in the multiple page ensemble.
0121 FIGS. 10A-10B are schematic views of an electroni
cally addressable page 100 in which row lines 260 emanate
from the page edge and are connected to the display driver.
Row lines may be common to each page. Column address
lines are analog selected by means of applying appropriate
voltages between analog column switch control line 290 and
300 and 310 and 320.

0.122 Referring to the detail, the analog column select
scheme operates as follows: Each column address line 270
may be denoted by a numberjbetween 1 and N where N is the
total number of column address lines per page. Each column
address line in turn is controlled via a set of two column

switches, 330 and 340, each of which in turn may be given
designations k and 1 for the top and bottom control Switches
(330 and 340) respectively where k and 1 both range from 1 to
N

(0123. Said column switches 330 and 340 have a uniform
threshold in which the column address lines 270 which they
control become active (closed circuit, denoted by a black
filled box) if said column switch's control lines 290 and 300
and 310 and 320 respectively have a potential difference
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greater than a threshold Voltage Vth as measured at said
switch control line input. Resistors 350 connect said switches
330 or 340 such that for a given applied potential difference
on said Switch control lines each switch sees a different and

monotonicly scaled potential difference at its control line
input face. Consider the case in which switch control line 290
and 310 are held at voltage V and V respectively and switch
control lines 300 and 320 are held at ground. The criterion for
column address line to be active and thus be at the potential
VC applied to common column address line bias 280 is:
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row switch controllines 383 with ground 391 and row address
line common terminal 396. In this implementation the total
number of leads required to emanate from the display page for
the purpose of addressing are:
Log Nic Log2+Log Nr. Log2+4
in which Nc is the number of column address lines and Nris

the number of row address lines. The additional 4 leads pro
vide for Switch grounds and common terminal lines. It is
recognized that an even Smaller number of emanating leads
may be employed by further addressing said Switch control
lines with a further bank of control switches.

Thus by choosing an appropriate value of V and V a single
column address line may be selected. In the example shown in
the detail black filled control switches denote a closed switch

condition and white filled control switches denote an open
switch condition. Column line 2 has been made active by the
appropriate choice of V and V2 whereas all other column
lines are inactive as for all other column lines at least one

column control Switch is in the open circuit state. It is under
stood that a further simplification may be made by making
V=constant-V

Such that only a single Voltage line need be addressed. The
analog column Switch control line or lines are unique and not
common to each page thereby allowing for page selectability.
012.4 FIGS. 11A-11B are schematic views of an electroni
cally addressable page 100 in which row lines 260 emanate
from the page edge and are connected to the display driver.
Row lines may be common to each page. Column address
lines are digital selected by means of applying appropriate
logical values for digital column switch controllines 380,382
and 384 with ground 390.
0.125 Referring to the detail, the digital column select
scheme operates as follows: Rows of digital column Switches
370, 372 and 374 control column address lines such that all

Such said column Switches in a given column must be in a
closed circuit state (black filled box) for said column address
line to be active. In order to control N column address lines it

is required to have S rows of column switches such that S is
the least integer greater than Log N/Log 2. In the example
shown in the detail 3 rows of such column switches 370, 372
and 374 control 8 column address lines 270. The first such

row is wired such that a logical 1 applied to the said row’s
column switch control line, 380, yields a state in which the
first N72 switches are in a closed circuit state and the second

N/2 switches are in an open circuit state. The second row, 382,
is wired such that said switch states alternate with a period of

N*2°. The nth row alternates with a period of N*2". Such
a configuration allows for the unique selection of a single
column address line Such that said selected column address

line becomes active with the potential applied to common
column address bias 395. In the example shown in the detail
column address line 3 becomes active upon application of the
logical values 1, 0, 1 to column switch control lines 380,382
and 384 respectively.
0126 Referring to FIG. 11C an electronically addressable
page 100 may be constructed in which both column address
lines and row address lines are digitally selected. Such a
scheme minimizes the total number of address lines emanat

ing from the page and may simplify connections to offboard
address logic. Such a scheme employs digital column
switches 371, digital column switch control lines 381 with
ground 390 and column address line common terminal 395 as
in FIGS. 11A-11B as well as digital row switches 373, digital

I0127. Finally it is also understood that any other suitable
digital scheme in which each page has a page address may be
employed as is known in the literature and prior art of display
addressing.
I0128 Referring to FIG. 11D row electrodes 260 and col
umn electrodes 270 may be configured to perform an in-plane
Switching function by means of insulating said lines from
each other by the addition of an insulating pad 264 and by
addition of an added address line section 262. Two such

in-plane Switching arrays, one lying on top of the other, are
Suitable for performing a dielectrophoretic Switching func
tion.

I0129 Referring to FIGS. 12A-12D a great many electroni
cally addressable contrast media are known in the literature
and prior art. In one embodiment a dielectric sphere 440 with
Substantially different contrast hemispheres may be microen
capsulated in a microcapsule 420 and may be free to rotate in
a fluid 430. The orientation of such a sphere may be controlled
via the applied potential difference between electrode or
address line 400 and 410. If one or both such electrodes are

Substantially transparent then an electronically addressable
contrast may be effected. Such systems are known to possess
inherent bistability or memory during open circuit due to
electrostatic Stiction.

0.130. In another system polymer dispersed liquid crystals
(PDLCs) 450 may be microencapsulated or encapsulated in
a microcapsule or capsule 420. In the absence of an applied
bias between electrodes 400 and 410 said PDLCs are not

oriented and are thus highly scattering and thus opaque.
Under the application of a bias said PDLC's become aligned
and are thus Substantially transmitting. Thus, again, an elec
tronically addressable contrast may be effected. Additionally
Such a contrast system may be a polymer stabilized system as
is known in the prior art such that said system exhibits bista
bility.
I0131. In another system oriented LCD molecules 470
which may be microencapsulated in microcapsule 420 may
be caused to rotationally orient and thus change the polariza
tion of incident light upon application of a bias between 400
and 410. When viewed through a polarizer 460 said arrange
ment may again effect an electronically addressable contrast
medium.

0.132. In another system an electrochromic material 480
and an electrolyte 490 which may be a solid electrolyte are
sandwiched between electrodes 400 and 410. Application of
a potential difference between said electrodes effects an elec
tronically addressable change of contrast. Said electrochro
mic systems are known in the prior art to be capable of
memory, threshold, color capabilities and operability with a
solid electrolyte system.
I0133) Referring to FIGS. 12E-12F, another system,
described in the Patent Application Ser. No. 60/022.222 by
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Joseph M. Jacobson filed on Jul.19, 1996, a dye material 491
which may have an associated positive charge or may be
bound to a particle with a positive charge may be brought into
proximity or separated from the pH altering or solvent Sub
stance 492 which may have a negative charge or be bound to
a particle with a negative charge by means of an electric field
applied to electrodes 400 and 410. Such a chemical system,
which may encapsulated in capsule 420, may constitute a
field effect electronically addressable contrast media in such
case as the color of said dye material is altered by said pH
altering or solvent Substance.
0134) Referring to FIGS. 12G-12L, it may be desirable to
avoid the use of a top transparent electrode 400 as such
electrodes may degrade the optical characteristics of the dis
play. This may be accomplished in a reflective display by
employing in-plane Switching. In-plane Switching techniques
have been employed in transmissive LCD displays for
another purpose, namely to increase viewing angle of Such
displays. In the Patent Application Ser. No. 60/022,222, sev
eral in-plane Switching techniques may be employed to obvi
ate the need for a top electrode. In one such system a dye
material with an associated positive charge 491 and a pH or
Solvent Substance with an associated negative charge 492 may
be separated by means of an in-plane electric field effected by
means of application of a potential to in-plane electrodes 495
and 496. Such a system is viewed from above and thus said
electrodes may be opaque and do not affect the optical char
acteristics of said display.
0135) In another such system a bistable liquid crystal sys
tem of the type demonstrated by Minolta is modified to be
effected by in plane electrodes such that a liquid crystal
mixture transforms from a first transparent planar structure
497 to a second scattering focal conic structure 498.
0136. In another scheme, suitable for two color micro
spheres, a near in-plane Switching arrangement may be real
ized in which a two color microsphere 440 is encapsulated in
an outer capsule 420 which sits in a hole created by a middle
electrode 498. Applying a bias between said middle electrode
498 and a bottom electrode 497 causes said sphere to rotate as
a function of the polarity of said bias.
0137 In another scheme a field effect electrochromic con
trast media may be realized by means of a microcapsule 420
containing phosphor particles 500 and photoconductive
semiconductor particles and dye indicator particles 501 in a
suitable binder 499. Applying an AC field to electrodes 495
and 496 causes AC electroluminescence which causes free

charge to be generated in the semi-conducting material fur
ther causing said dye indicator to change color state.
0138 Referring to FIGS. 12M-12P an entirely different
means may be employed to effect a rear address of said
contrast media. In these schemes, disclosed in the Patent

Application Ser. No. 60/022,222, the dielectrophoretic effect
is employed in which a species of higher dielectric constant
may be caused to move to a region of high electric field.
0139 Referring to FIGS. 12M and 12N a non-colored dye
solvent complex, 503, which is stable when no field is applied
across electrode pair 502 may be caused to dissociate into
colored dye 504 and solvent 505 components by means of an
electric field 506 effected by a potential on electrode pair 502.
0140. In another system stacked electrode pairs 502 and
507 may be employed to effect a high field region in a higher
506, or lower, 508 plane thus causing a higher dielectric
constant material Such as one hemisphere of a bichromal
microsphere, 440 or one species 483 of a mixture of colored
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species, 483 and 484 to migrate to a higher or lower plane,
respectively, and give the effect of differing color states. In
such schemes materials 509 which may be dielectric materi
als or may be conducting materials may be employed to shape
said electric fields.

0.141. It is understood that any other electronically addres
sable contrast medium may readily be substituted for those
described above.

0142. Referring to FIGS. 13 A-13E means are described
for implementing address line control Switches. Referring to
the left uppermost figure address input line 510 is separated
from address output line 520 by means of space 570 which
may contain a polarizable fluid, conducting beads or filings or
other such substance such that when a bias is applied between
switch control lines 530 and 540 setting up an electrostatic
field through insulators 550 and 560 and space 570 such that
a substantial decrease in resistivity is effected between lines
510 and 520.

0143. In another system address input line 510 is separated
from address output line 520 by means of spacer 600 which
may contain magnetically poled microspheres 610 which
have a substantially conducting hemisphere and a Substan
tially insulating hemisphere. Application of a current to loop
control line 580 effects a magnetic field as depicted which
causes said microspheres to line up with said Substantially
conducting hemisphere oriented Such that they bridge said
gap or space 600 thus effecting a substantially closed circuit
between 510 and 520. Insulator 590 insulates said Switch
control lines from said address lines.

0144. In another system address input line 510 is separated
from address output line 520 by means of space 630 which
contains magnetically poled and electrically conducting
spheres 640. Application of a current to switch control line
620 effects the generation of a magnetic field as depicted
causing said spheres to line up forming a conducting bridge
between 510 and 520 as is known in the literature and thus

effecting a substantially closed circuit between 510 and 520.
0145. In another system address input line 510 has integral
to it a conducting cantilever 515 separated from address out
put lines 520 by means of a gap. Application of a potential
difference between line 510 and Switch control line 650
causes an electrostatic attraction between said cantilever and

said address output line thus effecting a Substantially closed
circuit between 510 and 520. Insulator 660 insulates said

switch control line from said address output line.
0146 Inanother system address input line 510 has integral
to it a conducting cantilever which further has integral to it a
magnetic Substance 690. Said magnetically active conducting
cantilever is separated from address output lines 520 by
means of a gap. Application of a current to Switch control loop
670 effects the generation of a magnetic field which causes
said conducting cantilever to bend and make contact with said
address output line thus effecting a substantially closed cir
cuit between 510 and 520. Insulator 680 insulates said switch

control line from said address output line.
0147 Referring to FIGS. 14A-14E several schemes are
known in the literature and the prior art for effecting an
electronic Switch or transistor function without moving parts.
Referring to the upper figure address input line 510 is elec
trically isolated from address output line 520. Layers of scan
dium diphthalocyanine (ScPc) 740, nickel phthalocyanine
(NiPc) 730, silicon dioxide (SiO) 720 and n-doped silicon
(n-Si) bridge said address lines. By incorporating a control
gate 700 a field-effect transistor in this case employing a
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dipthalocyanine thin film may be realized as is known in the
literature. Such a structure may act as an address control line
switch as said gate 700 may substantially control the flow of
current from said address input line 510 to said address output
line 520.

0148. In another arrangement address input line 510 is
isolated from address output line 520 by means of a stack
including semi-conducting polymer layers 750 and a Switch
control line 760 consisting of a camphor sulfonic acid proto
nated polyaniline (PANI-CSA) grid electrode filled with a
semi-conducting polymer. Such a structure may act as an
address control line Switch as such structure as just described
forms a polymer grid triode (PGT) as is known in the litera
ture such that said switch control line 760 may substantially
control the flow of current from said address input line 510 to
said address output line 520. Switch control line 760 may
alternatively consist of a metal film in which case the
described structure forms a current switch.

0149. In another scheme a bipolar spin switch is formed by
means of paramagnetic metal film 850 and ferromagnetic
films 870 and 880. Abias applied between nonmagnetic metal
electrode 860 and ferromagnetic film 870 serves to regulate
the current between input electrode 510 and output electrode
520 thus forming a switch as is known in the existing litera
ture

0150. In another scheme a hall effect switch may be
effected whereby a potential may be formed across a hall
effect material 910 between input electrode 510 and output
electrode 520 by means of applying simultaneously an inci
dent current injected by means of electrode 890 and collected
by means of electrode 900 and a magnetic field H. perpen
dicular to said current, created by means of application of
current to loop control line 670 and insulated by insulator
680.

0151. In another scheme, curved resistor 930 which is
electrically but not thermally insulated by means of insulator
940 may be caused to be heated by means of application of a
current to said resistor causing the impedance in thermistive
material 920, which possesses a negative temperature coeffi
cient of resistance, to drop thus lowering the impedance
between input electrode 510 and output electrode 520.
0152 Some of the above described devices such as those
formed of conducting polymers have considerable utility in
the present application as they possess the property of struc
tural flexibility, tunable electronic properties and simplified
deposition procedures (such as spin casting) which may be
Suitable for certain Substrates such as real paper or paper like
Substrates. It is understood however that standard inorganic
semiconductor technology Such as Si or GaAs may be
employed especially if suitable substrates such as ultra thin
glass were employed for part or all of the page display.
0153. Referring to FIGS. 14F-14I in addition to standard
semiconductor technology which involves deposition and
Subsequent etching it may be useful, especially on atypical
Substrates, to deposit a semiconductor ink from which tran
sistors and switches may be fabricated. As described in the
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/022,222, a semiconductor ink
943 may be fabricated by dispersing a semiconductor powder
945 in a suitable binder 946. Said semiconductive powder
may be Si, germanium or GaAs or other Suitable semicon
ductor and may further be doped, prior to being made into a
powder, with n-type impurities such as phosphorus, antimony
or arsenic or p-type impurities such as boron, gallium, indium
or aluminum or other Suitable norp type dopants as is known
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in the art of semiconductor fabrication. Said binder 946 may
be a vinyl, plastic heat curable or UV curable material or other
Suitable binder as is known in the art of conducting inks. Such
an binder 946 when cured brings into proximity said semi
conductive powder particles 945 to create a continuous per
colated structure with semiconductive properties. Said semi
conductive ink943 may be applied by printing techniques to
form switch or logic structures. As indicated in FIGS. 14F
14I an NPN junction transistor may be fabricated consisting
of a n-type emitter 950, a p-type base 954 and a n-type
collector 952.

0154 Alternatively a field effect transistor may be printed
Such as a metal oxide semiconductor. Such a transistor con

sists of a p-type material metal oxide semiconductor. Such a
transistor consists of a p-type material 970, an n-type material
966 an n-type inversion layer 968 an oxide layer 962 which
acts as the gate, a source lead 960 and a drain lead 964.
(O155 Referring to FIGS. 15A-15D means are described
for implementing control Switches based on optical control or
optoelectronic devices. Referring to the left uppermost figure
electroluminescent material 780 is sandwiched between

exciting electrodes 770 and 790 forming an electrolumines
cent light emitting structure which is electrically isolated by
means of transparent isolator 795. Emitted light from said
electroluminescent light emitting structure causes photocon
ductor 760 to undergo a decrease in impedance thus lowering
the effective impedance between input electrode 510 and
output electrode 520 as is known in the literature. Layer 800
is an opaque layer which serves to optically shield other
components from said light emitting structure.
0156 Alternatively a switch may be constructed where
said electroluminescent light emitting structure is replaced by
an optical fiber 802 which may be modified to scatter light to
said photoconductor 760 and optical fiber light source 804
which may be a light emitting diode or laser diode or other
Suitable light source.
0157. In another arrangement, said photoconductor may
be replaced by a photodiode composed of an output electrode
510 with aperture 805, a heavily doped p-layer 810, a deple
tion layer 820, a lightly doped n-type layer 830, an n+ layer
840 and an input electrode 520. Alternatively it is understood
that any other photodiode or phototransistor structure as is
known in the prior art may be employed.
0158 FIGS. 16A and 16B depict a preferred construction
of a single electronically addressable page 100 and the means
by which a multiplicity of said pages may be bound to forman
ensemble of multiple page displays 20. Referring to the sche
matic of the single page, primary page Substrate 105" may
additionally encompass a second substrate part 150 which
may be of a different material than said primary substrate
Such as a plastic or glass material with Substantially different
mechanical or electronic properties than the primary Sub
strate material. Said second Substrate material may have situ
ated upon it page strobe or address logic 165 and page strobe
or page address control lines 175. Said second substrate may
further encompass apertures 160.
0159 Referring to the perspective view of a multiplicity of
pages such single page displays 100 may be combined to form
a page display ensemble 20. Row or column address lines 110
may be connected to said apertures 160 such that display
driver lines 185 may connect said address lines of each page
100 in said page ensemble thus forming common address
lines from page to page. Such display driver lines may then
further be connected to display driver 180. Such display
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driver lines which are common to each display page and
which further connect through said apertures of said display
pages may further serve to mechanically bind said pages to
form said page display ensemble. Page Strobe or page address
lines 175 which are not common to each page may be con
nected to page strobe or page address driver 170.
0160 Alternatively said substrate 105 may be of a single
material. In another configuration said apertures 160 may be
obviated and said control lines may be extended to the page
edge where they may be connected to said driver lines. In
another configuration additional mechanical bindings may be
employed to mechanically bind said pages. It is readily under
stood that additional or alternative techniques of mechanical
binding as is known in the art of book manufacture and other
means of electrical connection as is known in the art of

electronics and display manufacture may be employed.
0161 Referring to FIG. 17 the materials and configura
tions of the previous description may be employed to con
struct an electronic address book/date book 980 with multiple
electronically addressable display pages, 988; said book may
have driver electronics 986 and an interface 984 to another

computer of computer network. Said interface 984 may be
wired or wireless or optical. Finally said address book/date
book may bear permanently printed information 983 as well
as changeable information 982.
0162 Preferred embodiments of the invention using
photo-addressing will now be described. As already indi
cated, one approach to three-dimensional addressing Substi
tutes light valves for transistors or similar logic elements in at
least one of the “dimensions of the addressing. The light
valve may be used in association with elongate light sources.
Light may be emitted from all the elongate light sources
which are wired in parallel, but the light valve layer is intro
duced between the light sources and the photoconductor
layer, so that this light valve layer governs whether the light
reaches the photoconductor. The embodiments of the inven
tion shown in FIGS. 18-22 are all of this type.
0163 FIG. 18 shows one page (generally designated 201)
of a display of the present invention, this page comprising, in
order, an electroluminescent (EL) layer 203, a polymer-dis
persed liquid crystal (PDLC) light valve layer 205, a photo
conductor layer 207, an electrophoretic medium layer 209
and an indium-tin oxide (ITO) layer 211; the layer 211 is
normally provided on a Substrate (not shown). As indicated
schematically in FIG. 18, the electroluminescent layer 203 is
patterned into a plurality of elongate rows r1, r2, r3, r4 and the
light valve layer 205 is patterned into a plurality of columns
c1 c2, c3, c4 extending perpendicular to the rows. The col
umns c1 c2, c3, c4 are addressed directly and there is no need
to pattern the top ITO layer into columns, although of course
in a multi-page display the third dimension of addressing
would be provided by transistor or similar devices to ensure
that the ITO layer on only one page was selected at any given
moment. A two-dimensional passive display is formed by the
EL and PDLC columns, that emits light. The light may be
emitted row-by-row, requiring ky (where k and y are as
previously defined) seconds to updatey rows. Alternatively, if
the PDLC and EL materials respond quickly relative to the
photoconductor, the PDLC/EL display may be multiplexed
and a complete graphical image produced that affects the
photoconductor across the entire display, requiring only k
seconds to update y rows.
0164 FIG. 19 shows a display (generally designated 231)
which is generally similar to the display 201 shown in FIG.
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18, in that the electroluminescent layer is again patterned into
a plurality of elongate rows r1, r2. However in the display
231, the ITO layer is patterned to form alternating columns
c1 c2 (the patterned columns correspond to groups of stan
dard column-patterned electrode-over-ink columns), while
the PDLC layer is patterned into columns which occupy the
width of an adjacent pair of the columns in the ITO layer. This
allows high resolution which permitting the groups of alter
nate ITO columns to be driven in parallel, as indicated in FIG.
19.

0.165 FIG. 20 shows a full color display (generally desig
nated 241) in which the electroluminescent layer is again
patterned into a plurality of elongate rows r1, r2. The ITO
layer is again patterned to form columns c1 c2, c3, c4, but in
this case each of these columns is individually selectable. The
PDLC layer is patterned to form sub-columns one-third the
width of the columns c1 c2, c3, ca (although some other
Sub-multiple could be used), the Sub-columns being arranged,
as shown in FIG. 20, in three cyclically-repeating groups, the
Sub-columns of each group being driven in parallel. The three
groups of Sub-columns are associated with red, green and
blue Sub-pixels, and thus permit interlaced updating of the
three colors of the display, as well as three-dimensional
addressing.
0166 FIG. 21 shows a display (generally designated 251)
in which the ITO layer is patterned to form individually
selectable columns c1 c2, c3, ca in the same manner as in

FIG. 20. However, in the display 251, the PDLC layer is
patterned to form individually-selectable rows z1, z2,
orthogonal to the ITO columns c1 c2, c3, cA, while the EL
layer is patterned to form sub-rows parallel to, but one-half
the width of the PDLC rows. Alternate EL Sub-rows are

driven in parallel to achieve three-dimensional addressing.
0.167 Finally, FIG. 22 shows a display (generally desig
nated 261) which is essentially the converse of that shown in
FIG. 21. The ITO layer is patterned to form individually
selectable columns c1 c2, c3, ca in the same manner as in

FIGS. 20 and 21. Again both the PDLC layer and the EL layer
are patterned to form rows orthogonal to the ITO columns c1,
c2, c3, ca, but in this case the EL layer is patterned to form
individually-selectable rows r1, r2, while the PDLC layer is
patterned to form sub-rows z1, z2 parallel to, but one-half the
width of the EL rows. Alternate PDLC sub-rows are driven in

parallel to achieve three-dimensional addressing. This
embodiment allows the achievement of row resolutions

which are higher than may readily be achieved by patterning
the EL layer.
0.168. It will readily be seen by those skilled in display
technology that the principles illustrated by the preferred
embodiments described above may be employed to create
many combinations and variations in addressing schemes. In
displays using electroluminescent or similar light-emitting
layers, it is preferred that the time for which the light-emitting
layer must be active be minimized to extend the life of the
light-emitting layers. In addition, consideration must be
given to the ease of patterning the respective layers into rows,
columns and regions, and to the flexibility characteristics of
the respective layers.
0169. For example, one embodiment consists of column
patterned electrode-over-ink columns (in an ITO or similar
layer) connected in parallel across Z regions, a PDLC layer
patterned in rows connected in parallel across Z regions, and
a light-emitting EL layer patterned into Z regions, such as
single pixels the size of pages of a multi-page display.
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0170 In such a display, to image, for example, row 24 on
page 17, the column drivers are set at the appropriate Voltage
potential for black or white at this pixels in this row (the
relevant potentials are applied on all pages but do not create
an image change except where the photoconductor has been
activated by light), all rows except row 24 are set at the
Voltage potential causing the PDLC to turn opaque, row 24 is
set to the voltage potential allowing the PDLC to be trans
missive, and the page 17 EL layer is activated. Thus, to
address the entire book this way, a given page of EL material
is active for only ky seconds.
0171 For reasons which will be apparent to those skilled
in typography, for applications such as imaging text in the
Roman alphabet in a multi-page electronic book, it is desir
able that the resolution be such that the number of columns (x)
is greater than the number of rows (y); furthermore, the num
ber of rows will typically be much greater than the number of
pages (Z). Hence, in a preferred embodiment, the PDLC layer
is patterned into Z regions, such as individual pages, while the
EL layer is patterned into y rows. This corresponds to a
variation of the embodiment of FIG.19 in which Z1 and z2 are

separate pages. One advantage of this embodiment is that to
address the entire book, a given row of EL material is active
for only k seconds while each page is addressed for kz
seconds, which is less than ky seconds. Furthermore, this
embodiment requires that the highest resolution be used to
pattern the ITO layer, which can readily be patterned at very
high resolution. Also, pages are typically flexed from side to
side but not top to bottom. In this embodiment, the relatively
brittle ITO lines oriented in columns receive less physical
stress than the relatively flexible EL lines oriented in rows.
Indeed, stiff physical columns in or attached in connection
with the display substrate could be used to heighten this
protection without undue reduction in the utility of the dis
play.
0172. In further embodiments of the invention, the photo
conductive layer could itself be patterned. In addition, the
embodiments described above can readily be adapted to pro
vide a four-dimensional (WXYZ) addressing scheme if all
four addressing layers (the EL, PDLC, photoconductor and
ITO layers) are patterned or if the display is split into separate
physical pages, as in the display shown in FIG. 4. For
example, the embodiment of FIG. 7, shown as covering a
single page, could be replicated across multiple pages, with
an additional set of addressing means provided to select the
page to be written at any given moment.
0173 Until now, it has been assumed that the light-emit
ting layers used in the preferred embodiments described
above do not have a threshold for light emission. Consider
ation will now be given to the Somewhat simpler case in which
the light-emitting layer has a threshold, such that light emits
only above a Voltage potential V.
0.174. It will readily be seen that the addressing methods
Suitable for a non-threshold light-emitting layer (and combi
nations and variations thereof) may also be used with a
threshold light-emitting layer. The threshold characteristic
however provides an additional degree of freedom and
enables three-dimensional addressing to be accomplished
with fewer physical layers (or conversely permits a four or
more-dimensional addressing scheme if enough patterned
layers are present).
0175 Given a threshold light-emitting layer, an address
able sub-array (Z. region) may be formed as follows. The
bottom electrode of the light-emitting layer is patterned for
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example in rows. The top clear electrode of the light-emitting
layer is patterned into Z regions (as above, these regions may
be correspond to groups of columns, groups of rows, Sub
columns, Sub-rows or discrete pages, or variations and com
binations thereof). As a voltage of V/2 is applied to a row in
parallel across each of the Z regions, a Voltage of V/2 is
applied to any Z region that needs to be addressed. This
establishes the V potential difference and light is emitted only
for the row(s) in that region.
0176 For example, suppose a line r1 addresses the 10th
row bottom electrode of the light-emitting layer on all pages
of an electronic multi-page book. A common top electrode of
the light-emitting layer on the 14th page is activated with V/2.
Only the 10th row of the 14th page is imaged.
0177. In a further embodiment, the light-emitting layer is
patterned into columns and rows, for example in the form of
a passive-OLED display. Multiple pages are provided with
rows and columns wired in parallel. Each page is covered by
a light valve, permitting each page to be addressed individu
ally.
0.178 Alternatively, the light valve is omitted and the pho
toconductor and column-patterned electrode-over-ink layers
are addressed discretely for each page, again permitting each
page to be addressed individually.
0179 The principles described above are especially useful
when applied to flexible bistable displays and permit a flex
ible book-like or newspaper-like device to be created in which
the various portions of the device are imaged one at a time; the
loss of power to an already-addressed region does not result in
a loss of image. Driver costs are minimized by enabling more
than two addressing dimensions. The techniques described
herein are also useful for any photoconductively-addressed
display. Nevertheless, it will be seen by one skilled in the art
that the same principles may be applied to non-flexible dis
plays. In addition, the same principles may be applied to
non-bistable displays such as passively addressed LCD’s to
reduce driver costs if the refresh rate experienced by a given
pixel is sufficiently fast.
0180. Several of the addressing methods referenced above
require that the display be addressed sequentially in a row
by-row manner. Thus the image update rate is limited by the
switching speed of the electro-optic medium. Attention will
now be directed to the second main aspect of the present
invention, namely addressing algorithms that can speed the
apparent update rate of a bistable display.
0181 An array of island capacitors may be introduced in
association with the addressing array. These capacitors can be
associated with individual pixels or with cluster-level logic
structures as described above. Through passive XY address
ing, positive or negative charge is transmitted into the array of
capacitors in a pattern matching the desired pixel image. The
capacitor array may beformed by any Suitable means, such as
printing an electrode, a dielectric and a top electrode, either
on to the ink layer or on to the photoconductor layer, or as a
separate sheet that is interposed and laminated, or as part of a
TFT or other logic array.
0182. In another process, the control circuitry stores the
state of the display in memory and identifies the frame-to
frame changes between each update of the display image.
Only the changes are imaged, i.e., only the pixels which are
changed between two adjacent frames are addressed. For
Small changes, such as caused by a blinking cursor or a
moving mouse against a constant background, the result may
be a very fast updating time.
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0183 In another process, control circuitry identifies rows
that require identical column Switching impulses. All Such
rows are activated at the same time, so that the column elec

trodes address all these rows simultaneously. Thus, a check
erboard graphic for any arbitrary number of rows may be
imaged in at most k2 seconds, where k is the switch time for
the electro-optic medium.
0184. In another process, the display is first set all white
(or black), and then halfway between black and white. This
may occur in k+k/2 seconds. As each row is thereafter
addressed, the necessary addressing time for that row is at
most k0.5 seconds. The addressing time is therefore
decreased to k+k/2+k*0.5 seconds. For displays with many
rows, this cuts addressing time essentially in half. Note that
by halfway between black and white is meant a state where
the time to switchall black and the time to switchall white are

equal. If the rise and fall times of the display are different this
may not be at the 50% gray level.
0185. Thus, with a relatively simple algorithm, switching
times may be greatly reduced. There are many algorithms by
which pre-processing could reduce overall addressing time
for the display. It is helpful to introduce some definitions to
describe these algorithms.
0186 The current value of any pixel may be described on
a scale of 0 to 1 where 0=black and 1 =white. In a bistable

display, these states persist until the row is re-imaged. Simi
larly, each pixel (x, y) may be described as having a starting
state S(x,y) and desired finishing state f(x,y) with a difference
of d(x, y). Thus, the difference between the display's current
and desired State may be described as a matrix array of values
ranging from -1 (from white to black) to +1 (from black to
white).
0187. The row switch time vector may be defined as the
maximum absolute value in each row times k seconds. The

time required to address the display in a straightforward row
by row fashion is the sum of the values of the row switch time
vectors of the individual rows. Similarly, the row switch
direction may be defined as a function of the highest value in
the row (H) and the lowest value of the row (L). Assuming the
display switches from white to black with speed A and from
black to white with speed B, the direction vector may be
calculated as:
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0189 (Note that the switch direction is calculated based
on the extreme high and low values (“the outliers'), since the
switch time must be sufficient on each row for the very last
pixel to finish Switching. However, a more complex variation
of this algorithm would involve calculation of the distribution
of values across the row and determining whether it would be
better to exclude some values in order to address the bulk of
the row and then return to these excluded values at a later

time.)
0190. In one process of this invention, the vector describ
ing the row switch direction for each row is calculated. All
rows have Switch directions ranging from -1 to 1. Next, the
average value of all switch directions is calculated as P. All
rows are activated and an impulse of P is applied. Next, all
rows that started with a switch direction below Pare identi

fied. The average remaining Switch direction of these rows is
Q. These rows are activated and a switch impulse of Q is
applied. Next, the rows that started with switch direction
above P are identified. The average remaining switch direc
tion of these rows is R. These rows are activated and a switch

impulse of R is applied.
0191 At this stage, all rows have switch directions ranging
from -1+Q to 1-R. That is, the switch directions for all rows
have come closer to 0 in just 3 cycles, taking less than k3
seconds.

0.192 In a variation to this technique, the steps may cease
after the impulse of P or the impulse of Q is applied. In
another variation of the technique, each impulse P, Q and Ris
applied to all rows for which the net result of the impulse is to
move the row's switch direction closer to zero.

0193 These steps may be repeated for Niterations, where
N is any arbitrary real number. The display is then imaged in
a standard row by row fashion. In a further variant of the
process, the iterations continue until Qand Rare close to Zero.
It may readily seen that the above techniques may be com
bined where appropriate to achieve faster Switching times in
a single display.
0194 In the technique above, groups of rows were treated,
but not groups of columns. Groups of columns may be treated
using the same principles and the effects of the treatment of
groups of rows and columns combined for overall faster
addressing. For example, the values P, Q, and R, as defined
above for rows, may be calculated. The values P, Q, and R'
are also calculated in a similar manner for column Switch

Assuming symmetric Switching times, this simplifies to the
midpoint between the high and the low. In short, if the row is
all white and needs to turn all black, its switch direction is 1.
However if the row is black on odd columns and white on even

columns, and these must each reverse, the high is 1, the low is
1, and the switch direction is 0. The switch direction repre
sents the value for which, if all pixels in the entire row were
changed by that value, the row switch time would be mini
mized.

0188 For example, if a row starts at 0, 0.1, O and finishes
at 1, 0.9, 1 the difference vector for that row is 1, 0.8, 1.
The row switch time is k1=k seconds. The row direction is

the midpoint (assuming symmetric Switch times) between 1
and 0.8 or 0.9. If the row experienced a switch impulse
increasing all pixels by 0.9, the row would be 0.9, 1, 0.9 and
the new difference vector would be 0.1, -0.1, 0.1. The new
switch time would be 0.1*k seconds, and the new switch

direction would be 0. If only one row were addressed in this
way, the total elapsed time would be 0.9*k plus 0.1*k, or k
seconds.

directions. The maximum (in absolute terms) is determined
among Q, Q', R, and R'. If Q or R is the maximum, that switch
impulse is applied to all columns across designated rows. If Q'
or R' is the maximum, that switch impulse is applied to all
rows across designated columns. This process may be
repeated for Niterations.
0.195. In a variation of this process, if Q or R is the maxi
mum for example, the Switch impulse of Q is applied to all
columns against the associated rows, and then the Switch
impulse of R is applied to all columns against its associated
rows. All 4 values Q, Q', R. R' are then recalculated, and the
process may be repeated for Niterations.
0196. Either method desirably proceeds until Q, Q', R, and
R" are all close to zero. It will readily be apparent that if
addressing using three or more dimensions is employed in
any of the ways described above, the technique described in
the foregoing passage may be extended to one or more addi
tional dimensions by calculating values Q" and R" as well.
0197) The selection of a specific method for a given dis
play design may be affected by numerous factors, including
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the ratio of rows and columns, the relative number of rows as

compared to Switching speed, and by the processor power
available for pre-processing, among other factors.
0198 In another general approach, orthogonal wavefunc
tions such as are used for active addressing of LCD’s are
employed, adjusting (if necessary) for the bistable/multi
stable memory effect of electrophoretic and similar displays
by calculating the difference in position required. These func
tions have a further advantage in that they have been imple
mented in silicon and may be simpler to calculate than a more
complex approach. A variation may further be employed that
takes into account the additional dimension of Zaddressing.
(0199. It will readily be apparent to those skilled in the
display art that the techniques described could also be used
more generally to address any kind of passive display with
memory effect.
0200 From the foregoing description, it will be seen that
the displays and processes of the present invention permit the
number of drivers needed in a display to be greatly reduced,
and provide processes by which electronic, light-emitting and
light valve apparatus can usefully be combined to address a
display. The present invention also provides several processes
which substantially reduce the switching time of bi- and
multi-stable displays.
0201 While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with reference to specific preferred embodiments,
it should be understood by those skilled in the art that various
changes in form and detail may be made therein without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined
by the appended claims.
1. A method of addressing a bistable electronic display
having a plurality of pixels arranged in an array comprising a
plurality of rows and plurality of columns, the method com
prising selecting a plurality of rows or columns and applying
a simultaneous and equivalent Switching impulse to all
selected rows and columns.

2. An electronic display according to claim 1 wherein the
electronic display comprises an electrophoretic medium.
3. An electronic display according to claim 2 wherein said
electrophoretic medium is an encapsulated electrophoretic
medium.

4. An electronic display according to claim 1 wherein the
electronic display comprises a rotating bichromal object
material.

5. An electronic display according to claim 1 wherein the
electronic display operates by principle of one of the follow
ing: rotating bichromal objects, electrochromics, or Sus
pended particles.
6. A method of addressing a bistable electronic display
having a plurality of pixels arranged in a plurality of rows, the
method comprising: (a) comparing a starting state of the
display with a desired finishing state and determining for each
pixel a change value representative of the change needed to
change the starting state of that pixel to its desired finishing
state; and (b) calculating from the pixel change values for
each row, a switch direction value for that row, said Switch

direction value representing the value for which, if all pixels
if that row were changed by the switch direction value, the
row switch time required to switch the row to the desired
finishing state would be minimized.
7. A method according to claim 6 further comprising any
one or more of the following steps: (c) calculating the average
switch direction value for all rows of the display; (d) identi
fying all rows with switch direction values less than the aver
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age Switch direction value calculated in step (c); (e) calculat
ing the average switch direction value of all rows identified in
step (d); (f) applying to all rows identified in step (d) an
impulse Sufficient to cause a change in State equal to the
average Switch direction value calculated in step (e); (g) iden
tifying all rows with switch direction values greater than the
average Switch direction value calculated in step (c): (h) cal
culating the average Switch direction value of all rows iden
tified in step (g); and (i) applying, to all rows identified in step
(g), an impulse Sufficient to cause a change in State equal to
the average Switch direction value calculated in step (g).
8. An electronic display according to claim 6 wherein the
electronic display comprises an electrophoretic medium.
9. An electronic display according to claim 8 wherein said
electrophoretic medium is an encapsulated electrophoretic
medium.

10. An electronic display according to claim 6 wherein the
electronic display comprises a rotating bichromal object
material.

11. An electronic display according to claim 6 wherein the
electronic display operates by principle of one of the follow
ing: rotating bichromal objects, electrochromics, or Sus
pended particles.
12. A method of addressing a bistable electronic display
having a plurality of pixels, each of said pixels having a first
display state, a second display state differing in at least one
optical characteristic from the first display state, and a plu
rality of intermediate states having values of said optical
characteristic intermediate those of said first and second dis

play states, the method comprising: driving all the pixels of
the display to the same one of said intermediate states; and
thereafter addressing said pixels individually to drive them to
their desired states.

13. A method according to claim 12 wherein the interme
diate state to which all the pixels are driven is such that
Substantially the same size of impulse is necessary to drive
any pixel from said intermediate state to said first and second
display states.
14. A method of addressing a bistable electronic display
having a plurality of pixels arranged in a plurality of rows and
columns, the method comprising: (a) comparing a starting
state of the display with a desired finishing state and deter
mining for each pixel a change value representative of the
change needed to change the starting state of that pixel to its
desired finishing State; (b) comparing the change values of
pixels in differing rows but the same column and locating at
least two of said pixels having the same change value; and (c)
addressing said at least two pixels having the same value
simultaneously by addressing the rows and the column on
which said pixels are located.
15. A method of addressing a bistable electronic display
having a plurality of pixels, the method comprising: compar
ing a starting state of the display with a desired finishing state
and determining which pixels differ between the two states:
and addressing only those pixels which differ between the
tWO States.

16. A method of addressing a bistable electronic display
having a plurality of pixels, which method comprises: pro
viding an array of island capacitors associated with the pixels
of the display; through passive matrix XY addressing, intro
ducing electrical charge into the capacitors in a pattern match
ing the image desired on the display; and thereafter allowing
the charges on the capacitors to complete the addressing of
the pixels of the display.
17. An electronic display comprising an electro-optic
material having a plurality of separately addressable pixels
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wherein the number of driver outputs to the pixel array is less
than the square root of the number of pixels.
18. An electronic display comprising an electro-optic
material having a plurality of pixels, and separate first, second
and third sets of addressing means for addressing said pixels,
each of said pixels being associated with one addressing
means in each of said three sets, such that any specific pixel of
the display can be addressed by application of signals within
predetermined ranges to each of the three addressing means
associated with said specific pixel.
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19. A method of addressing an electronic display, the
method comprising: providing an electro-optic material hav
ing a plurality of pixels; providing first, second and third sets
of addressing means for addressing said pixels, each of said
pixels being associated with one addressing means in each of
said three sets; and applying predetermined signals to the
three addressing means associated with a specific pixel,
thereby addressing said pixel.
c

c

c

c

c

